The itinerary for the day
• Introduction to The Local eGovernment Standards Body (LeGSB)
– John Curtis.
• Chair of LeGSB, and also Head of Information and Knowledge Management, Sheffield
City Council

– Paul Davidson
• Director of Standards for LeGSB, and also Chief Information Officer, Sedgemoor District
Council

– Steve Peters
• Assistant Deputy Director, Department for Communities and Local Government

• Introduction from the Chinese Delegation.
– A discussion about the purpose of the visit, and why the selected topics
are of interest.

• Lunch
• LeGSB’s work
– Data collection & sharing infrastructure among local authorities
– Contributing to government service improvement
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Introduction to LeGSB
• Operating since 2006
• Funded by Central Government Departments – currently
– Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG)
– Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)
– Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS).

• Mission
– To promote Standards for Efficiency, Transformation, and Transparency of
Local Services

• People
– All personnel are employees of local authorities, and central government
departments.

• Web Site
– http://legsb.i-network.org.uk/
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What is local government?
• Local government is made up of hundreds of separate local authorities,
each providing local services. Each is a separate legal entity; not a part
of central government;
• Each local community can be served by a number of local authorities,
each providing different services;

• The needs of each local community will differ across the country, so that
each local authority will have prioritised how they run their services;
• For each type of local service, there are a number of suppliers of
computer systems that a local authority can choose to use.
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Why does local government need standards?
• Local Authorities need to share information with other Local Authorities,
about
– Operational cases about real people, businesses, places etc
– Statistics and Analysis, to be able to set local policy, and prioritize local services.

• Central Government need to communicate with Local Authorities to
– Share data collected for national services, that can be re-used to provide local
services.
– Collect data from local authorities to create national datasets, and statistics

• Local Authorities need to share data with the public and local businesses
– To check that we provide value for money and to be able to challenge our decisions
– To use ‘social media’ to promote services and engage communities to get new ideas

• Local Authorities use standards when buying computer systems
– To encourage choice, innovation and drive down price
– To avoid ‘lock-in’ to a single supplier
– To achieve Interoperability’ between systems.
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What is important in the UK at the moment?
• Open Data and Transparency
– Publishing data for the public to use
•

http://data.gov.uk/opendataconsultation/annex-2

• Reducing Costs
–
–

putting services online - https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/digital-by-default
Re-using Information https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/85987/Information_Principles_UK_
Public_Sector_final.pdf

• Smart Cities
–

improving the quality of life for citizens

–

http://shop.bsigroup.com/en/Browse-By-Subject/Smart-Cities/

• Open Standards, Open Source
– To encourage competition to supply government with IT.
•
•

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-standards-principles
https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/making-software/choosing-technology.html

• Privacy, Security
–

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/81651/Local-Public-Services-Data5
Handling-Guidelines-v2-0.pdf

Scope

Semantics
What
Data quality

Transport

Why

Information assurance and
governance

How

Syntax

Semantics - the meaning of information
Quality - the confidence to reuse information

Authentication

What is the information?

Use rights

Why is the information to be exchanged?
Rights - the right to use information for a purpose
How is the information to be exchanged?
Syntax - the format of information
Authentication - who is using information
Transport - how to move information
Information Governance - the behaviour and culture to protect and exploit
information
See more at
http://legsb.i-network.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/LeGSB-aStrategicApproachToDataSharingRev1.pdf
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Context
public

protect

• OPERATIONAL - Data about real people
and places, with real needs and
circumstances, using real services, i.e.
case work
• STATISTICAL - Aggregated operational
data – organised using common
classifications and segmentations

• ANALYTICAL - The conclusions drawn
from an analysis of statistical data

public

protect
• POLITICAL - The decisions taken to shape
services, e.g. budgets, strategies,
priorities, targets etc.
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Open Data
• Publishing data for the Public
• Standards
– Syntax - Formats ( e.g. document, spreadsheets, Linked Data )
– Semantics - Common Reference Data, lists of terms.
– Rights – the Open Government Licence
(http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-governmentlicence/version/2/ )

• Our guidance
– Linked Data ( RDF, URIs, SPARQL )
– http://legsb.i-network.org.uk/resources/publishinglocal5stardata/
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Transparency and open data: why?

“Data is the 21st century’s new raw material. Its
value is in holding governments to account; in
driving choice and improvements in public
services; and in inspiring innovation and
enterprise that spurs social and economic
growth”.
Rt Hon. Francis Maude
Minister for the Cabinet Office
and Paymaster General
Transparent, accountable Government

Improving public services

Social and economic value

Transparency and open data: why?
UK Legislative and Policy context (1)
Two examples

• Radical shift of power away from central
government, towards local communities.
• Measures in the Act include:
• New freedoms and flexibilities for local
government
• New rights and powers for local
communities
• Making the planning system clearer,
more democratic and more effective
• Ensuring that decisions about housing
are taken locally.

Providing a legal right to machine
readable data wherever it is
covered by the Freedom of
Information Act

National

Transparency and open data: why?
UK Legislative and Policy context (2)

Jun 2007

Shared
objectives

Mar 2011

Mar 2009

Jul 2011

Jun 2012

Improving public services
Transparent, accountable Government

Local

Social and economic value

Sep 2011

Oct 2012

June 2013

Transparency and open data: what?
Growth in volume and range of open data

2013
2011

2012

2010

Jan 2010

Jan 2011

Jan – June

Jan onwards

Data.gov.uk public launch,
with 2,500 datasets

Local Authorities begin
publishing data on spend
over £500.

Significant new data release,
e.g.:
Medicine prescribing and
clinical outcomes for local
doctor practices
Individual school and
(anonymised) pupil
performance.
Outcomes for individual
crimes

Departments release new
data in-line with Open
Data Strategy
Commitments

Apr 2010
Ordnance Survey releases
37GB of key map data under
open, re-usable licence.

Police service begins
publishing street-level crime
data.

Sept-Nov 2010

July 2011

Depts begin publishing
organograms, senior
salaries, spend, and
contracts

Prime Ministerial
commitments to release
new data on: Health,
Education & Skills;
Criminal Justice;
Transport; and Govt.
finances

June 2012
Open Data White Paper
and Departmental Open
Data Strategies Published

Transparency and Open Data:
Current position: a significant milestone (1)
A “determination to take the
release of open data to the next level, to provide a comprehensive and
open plan to release data prioritised on the drive for technology-led
economic growth”
Francis Maude, and Matthew Hancock, June 2013

•

In October, Govt. will publish a National Information Infrastructure
(NII)
o

incl. datasets that are key to economic and social growth.

•

NII building blocks will be a National Data Strategy, and the UK Open
Govt. Partnership National Action Plan.

•

Requires Departments to develop full data inventories:
o

•

Involves external (user) challenge and assessment of data holdings during
September 2013

Post October, progress on releasing data will be actively and publicly
reported, tracked and challenged via data.gov.uk
o

Replaces current Quarterly Written Ministerial Statements

https://www.gov.uk/government/p
ublications/government-responseto-shakespeare-review

Transparency and Open Data:
Current position: a significant milestone (2)

•

A “Call to Arms” to Local Authorities
•

Individually, Local Authorities hold a wealth of additional
information

•

This has significant potential to strengthen democratic
accountability and community engagement, and spur
growth.

•

To encourage and stimulate data release, Data.gov.uk will
become a platform for local authorities to share data
more widely and work with developers and citizens to
build best practice.

https://www.gov.uk/government/p
ublications/government-responseto-shakespeare-review

Transparency and Open Data:
“Big data”
Big data – some opportunities for Government?

1. Countering non compliance, fraud and error
•
•

Smarter identification of individuals most likely to be in breach/where
the most money is at stake
Eliminate errors by reducing avoidable data entry and flagging
potential errors at the point they enter the system

2. Transform/personalise the citizen experience
•
•
•

Ensure households receive the benefits and other support they are
entitled to, but fail to claim
Respond to individual public enquiries faster and with more useful
information
Detect public concerns and priorities at an early stage

“..could in time save the public sector up to £16 billion to £33 billion a
year – equivalent to £250 to £500 per head of the population..”1

Further work underway to better understand risks and
implications, e.g.:
• Building data analysis capacity in the UK
• Protecting civil liberties of individuals, while allowing for
economic growth and innovation

Big data - characteristics
1. Volume – Obviously Big Data
is Big.
2. Variety – The data isn’t
collected or authored
according to a single master
schema.

3. Velocity – Big Data sets tend
to grow rapidly, even as we
use them.
1. Veracity – Raw Big Data is
often not verifiable/verified
nor validated. Analysis can’t
always be duplicated.
Duplication, omission, and
general incompleteness are to
be expected.

1 Source: The Big Data Opportunity: Making government faster, smarter and more personal, Policy Exchange Report, July 2012

Is this a defining moment for standards?
Connective reference data

• Connective reference data
• National Information Infrastructure will explicitly
identify data sets that “aid in connecting and
unlocking the potential of other data sets”
• Standards will be fundamental:
•

Ensures that all reference data is robustly and consistently described
and defined in human and machine-readable forms

• Standards are therefore a key enabler of:
•

More transparent and accountable Government

•

Improved Public Services

•

Innovation, and economic/social growth

Department for Communities and Local Government

Enabling innovation
Some examples

http://dclgapps.communities.gov.uk/indicators/

By me, for fun…

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Enabling innovation
Some examples

Thank you
Steve Peters
Strategic Statistics Division
Analysis and Innovation Directorate
steve.peters@communities.gsi.gov.uk
0303 444 4233 / 07899 060 776
Towards open, re-usable data:
http://opendatacommunities.org
Twitter: @Open_Data

Wordpress: http://wordpress.com/openviz
Demo apps: http://dclgexamples.mywebcommunity.org

Semantics – Identifiers for ‘things’
• Companies
– All UK companies are registered at Companies House
– Each is given a Registration Number
– Builds into a URI Set

• For example
http://business.data.gov.uk/id/company/02050399
•

URI
–
–
–
–
–

•

Uniform Resource Identifier
a component of the World Wide Web
provide a means of uniquely naming a ‘Thing’
A web address for a fact
Can be ‘looked up’ over the web to give
• html
• data

Our guidance
– Designing URI Sets for the UK Public Sector
– https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/designinguri-sets-for-the-uk-public-sector

Semantics – Lists of Terms
Each concept is categorised by a list
of terms, which cross-reference to
other concepts.

http://opendatacommunities.org/def/localgovernment/DistrictCouncil

http://id.esd.org.uk/service/524

Household Waste Collection
District Council

Garden Waste Collection
Waste Management
http://id.esd.org.uk/function/38

County Council

Waste Disposal Sites
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Data Sharing
• Syntax
– XML Schemas (xsd)

• Transport
– Public Services Network (PSN)
• https://www.gov.uk/public-services-network
• A network of networks connected by common standards

• Employee Authentication
– Identity Verification, Logging on with Credentials
– http://digital.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/2012/05/14/good-practice-guidesenabling-trusted-transactions/
– http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FN8XClpS90M

• Information Governance
– Code of Connection
– Toolkit - http://digital.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/2012/05/14/good-practice27
guides-enabling-trusted-transactions/

Smart Cities
• Working with the British Standards Institute (BSI)
– BSI discuss Smart Cities with SAC ( Standardization Administration of China )

• What is a Smart City?
– ‘Quality of Life’ and the local economy is improved, while reducing the impact on
the environmental;
– Systems operated by various organisations are integrated;
– Intelligence and insight is combined from many sources leading to partnership
services being redesigned to meet a shared understanding of need;
– Citizens take an active part in local decision making;

• We are creating a ‘Smart Cities Concept Model’
– To identify concepts that recur commonly in data from many organisations in a
city, for example Location, Organisation, Service, Time
– and proposing how instances of each concept could be
• identified via one or more identifier schemes;
• categorised via one or more controlled vocabularies;
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Concept Models?
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Thank you
- Paul Davidson
- paul.davidson@sedgemoor.gov.uk
- Director of Standards for the Local eGovernment Standards Body
(LeGSB)

- http://legsb.i-network.org.uk
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